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Photoexcitation dynamics in regioregular and regiorandom polythiophene films
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~Received 24 August 2001; published 28 November 2001!

Using a variety of optical probes techniques we studied the photoexcitation dynamics in thin films of
poly-3-hexyl thiophene with regioregular order that forms lamellae structures with increased interchain inter-
action, as well as regiorandom order that keeps a chainlike morphology. In regiorandom films we found that
intrachain excitons with correlated induced absorption and stimulated emission bands are the primary excita-
tions; they give rise to a moderately strong photoluminescence band. In regioregular films, on the contrary, we
found that the primary excitations are excitons with a much larger interchain component; this results in lack of
stimulated emission, vanishing intersystem crossing, and very weak photoluminescence band. In regioregular
films we also measured photogenerated geminate polaron pairs with ultrafast dynamics that are precursor to
long-lived polaron excitations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.235122 PACS number~s!: 78.30.Jw, 78.47.1p, 78.55.Kz
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Interest inp-conjugated polymers~PCP’s! has recently
soared due to the potential optoelectronic applications
cluding light-emitting diodes, solar cells, and field-effe
transistors. The interest in PCP’s has recently attrac
the Nobel Prize in Chemistry that was given to Heeg
McDiarmid, and Shirakawa in December 2000. For many
the optoelectronic applications, the degree of structural o
of the PCP active layer has been recognized as one of the
parameters governing the photophysics and conseque
also its specific application for the optimal device perfo
mance. Whereas interchain interactions are usually detrim
tal for the PCP use in light-emitting diodes due to we
optical coupling to the ground state,1 charge transport in the
other applications requires good contacts between neigh
ing conjugated chains in the film. In addition, the tradition
one-dimensional~1D! electronic structure in PCP’s results
strong self-localization of the electronic excitations, whi
may also limit the carrier mobility to values of the order
1024 cm2/V sec.2

Much higher mobilities, of the order of 0.1 cm2/V sec
have been recently obtained with regioregular substitu
poly-3-hexyl thiophene~RR-P3HT! @see Fig. 1~b! inset# in
field-effect transistors~FET’s!.3 Such films were also suc
cessfully used in a FET device to drive a light emitting dio
based on PCP that demonstrated an all-organic dis
pixel.4 Moreover, semiconductor to metal transition as w
as superconductivity at a temperature of about 2.5 K h
been recently demonstrated with RR-P3HT FET’s, where
carriers were injected into a thin polymer layer below t
gate electrode.5 The reason for the dramatic increase in c
rier mobilities is that self-organization of RR-P3HT chai
results in a lamellae structure perpendicular to the fi
substrate.3 In such lamellae two-dimensional~2D! sheets are
formed having strong interchain interaction due to the sh
interchain interlayer distance of the order of 3.8 Å. Deloc
ization of the charge carrier has been invoked to be the
son for the high interlayer mobility. Recent optical studies
RR-P3HT films, where delocalized polaron excitations
0163-1829/2001/64~23!/235122~6!/$20.00 64 2351
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adjacent chains have been measured using charge ind
optical techniques in FET’s,3,6 as well as direct photogenera
tion in thin films,7 have confirmed this assumption. On th
contrary, P3HT films casted from polymer chains having
giorandom (RRa-) order @see Fig. 1~a! inset# form ordered
lamellae to a much lesser extent and the obtained field-ef

FIG. 1. The room-temperature absorption and photolumin
cence spectra of RRa-P3HT ~a! and RR-P3HT~b! films. The re-
spective polymer regio-order structures are given in the insets.
©2001 The American Physical Society22-1
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carrier mobilities in FET’s are consequently small.3 The
main reason for the reduced carrier mobility is the lack
sufficiently strong interchain interaction that is caused by
chainlike film morphology. The effect of the strong inte
chain interaction on theneutral excitations in P3HT films
should be quite interesting.1 However, to this date studie
focused on theneutral excitations in P3HT films of various
regio-orders have not been reported.

In this work we study the photoexcitation dynamics
films of RR-P3HT and compare them to those obtained
films of RRa-P3HT. For these studies we have used a v
ety of steady-state and transient optical techniques cove
the time domains from femtoseconds~fs! to 200 picoseconds
~ps!, as well as photomodulation and magneto-optical m
surements under steady-state conditions. We found tha
photoexcitations in RRa-P3HT films are similar in many re
spects to those found in other luminescent PCP films.8–12

The primary excitations in the ps time domain are intrach
excitons with correlated photoinduced absorption~PA! and
nonoverlapping stimulated emission~SE! bands. At longer
times we identified long-lived triplet excitons with a nea
infrared PA band, which are formed via intersystem cross
to the triplet manifold that competes with the moderat
strong ~8% quantum efficiency! photoluminescence~PL!
band. On the contrary, we found in lamellae RR-P3HT fil
that the primary excitations are excitons with much larg
interchain contribution. This leads to a weaker optical tra
sition to the ground state that results in much weaker
~,0.5%!, lack of SE, and also to a vanishing intersyste
crossing that gives rise to no triplets. In addition we a
identified the precursor to polaron photogeneration in th
films; these are geminate polaron pairs with ultrafast dyna
ics.

The optical studies were performed using both ps tr
sient and cw techniques. The time-resolved technique
the pump-probe correlation with 100 fs time resolution a
spectral range from 1.1 to 2.2 eV, whereas the cw techniq
include absorption, emission, PA and PA-detected magn
resonance~PADMR! spectroscopies, in the spectral ran
from 0.3 to 3.5 eV.

In the ps time-resolved measurements the short pu
pulse creates photoexcitations in the film and a time-dela
probe pulse measures the resulting change in transmissio
a function of the pump-probe delay time~achieved by mov-
ing a translation stage!. We used pulses from an amplified T
sapphire laser system operating at a repetition rate of 1 k
Pulses 50 fs in duration centered at 800 nm were doub
into the UV ~400 nm, or 3.1 eV! using second harmoni
generation in a BBO crystal. Probe pulses of variable wa
length were produced by using a portion of the amplifi
800-nm beam to generate a femtosecond white light su
continuum in a 1-mm-thick sapphire plate. An overall tim
resolution of;90 fs in the pump-probe measurements w
achieved by adjusting the stage to compensate the spe
chirp as measured by time-resolved two-photon absorptio
DOO-PPV.13 Wavelength resolution of about 6 nm in th
probe beam was achieved by a 0.3 m monochromator ha
a 200-mm exit slit, that was placed in the probe beam afte
had passed through the film. The pump beam was modul
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mechanically at exactly half the repetition rate of the T
sapphire laser system~'500 Hz!,14 and the resulting change
DI in the probe beam energy,I was detected with phas
sensitive technique using lock-in amplification. For the p
pose of noise reduction, a separate reference beam was
off from the probe beam prior to its interaction with th
pump beam on the sample. The reference beam passe
sample at a different spot and was also dispersed with
same monochromator prior to detection by a separ
matched Si photodiode. To correct the pump-probe signal
intensity fluctuations in the supercontinuum at the selec
probe wavelength, the probe signal was normalized by
reference signal at each delay time point~this technique was
dubbed before as ‘‘A-B’’ 14! with a significant improvemen
in the measurements sensitivity of up toDI /I'1024.

For the present studies all measurements were carried
at room temperature in a cryostat providing a dynami
vacuum of 100mTorr to prevent the polymer degradatio
with strong laser illumination at ambient conditions.15 Pump-
probe signals were measured over a range of pump inte
ties to ensure linearity of the response with respect to
initial photoexcitation density; we thus work at intensiti
below 300 mJ/cm2 per pulse to prevent signal saturatio
Since the photoexcitation dynamics depend on the excita
density, care was taken in the experimental design to m
mize distortion of the measured pump-probe response
spatial inhomogeneity of the photoexcitation distributio
The pump beam was focused onto the sample to a 1-m
diameter round spot, whereas the probe beam was foc
using an achromatic lens onto a 0.3-mm-diameter spot in
center of the pump illuminated spot. To ensure the reprod
ibility of the alignment, the spatial overlap of the pum
probe beams was set using a telescopic microscope.

For the ps transient measurements we used the ti
resolved differential transmittance technique with time d
lays ranging from 100 fs to 200 ps. For each sample fi
measurements were carried out over a range of pump
ences that correspond to a range of initial photoexcitat
densities from 531017 to 531019cm23. Photoexcitations re-
sulted in PA, which is represented in the spectra as nega
differential transmittance,2DT/T, whereDT is the change
in transmittance,T due to the action of the pump pulse. Sin
the pump and probe beams are linearly polarized we co
measureDTpa (DTpe), where the pump and probe polariz
tion are parallel~perpendicular! to each other. Pump induce
SE and photobleaching~PB! of the optical absorption in the
ground state withDT.0 were also measured. In the sma
signal limit,DT(t) is expected to be proportional to the ph
toexcitation densityN(t), which for an optically thick film is
given by the relationDT/T5Ns/aL , wheres is the photo-
excitation optical cross section of andaL is the absorption
coefficient at the laser excitation wavelength.

For the cw PA measurements we used a standard ph
modulation setup at 10 K.16 In this techniqueDT/T spectrum
is measured in a much broader spectral range using a num
of solid-state detectors, a lock-in amplifier referenced to
modulated cw Ar1 laser beam used for excitation, and
dispersed beam from an incandescent light source as a p
The PL spectrum is recorded without the probe beam on
2-2
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sample, in order to eliminate pump-related emission to in
face with theDT measurements. Also we used a calibra
integrated sphere to determine the absolute PL quantum
ficiency in the films. The cw PA technique is sensitive
long-lived photoexcitations having lifetime of the order
1/f , wheref is the pump beam modulation. Usually a varie
of photoexcitations contribute toDT/T spectrum and we
have to use other means to separate their contributions in
PA spectrum.

We have applied the PADMR spectroscopy16 to separate
the various photoexcitations contributions according to th
spin-related recombination kinetics. This is usually related
the photoexcitations spin state. In this way we could sepa
spin-1 from spin-12, and spin-0 photoexcitations in the P
spectra. For the PADMR spectroscopy16 the sample was
mounted in a high-Q microwave cavity at 3 GHz equippe
with a superconducting magnet and illuminated by the
pump and probe beams and the microwaves. We meas
theH-PADMR spectrum, in whichdT is monitored at a fixed
probe wavelengthl as the magnetic fieldH is varied, as well
as thel-PADMR spectrum wheredT is measured at a fixed
magnetic field, while the probe beam is varied.

The samples were thin films of RR-P3HT~92% RR regio-
order,Mw of 28 kg/mol! that were grown in our laborator
as well as RR-P3HT and RRa-P3HT that were purchase
from Aldrich.17 The films were cast from chloroform or xy
lene solutions~usually at a concentration of a few mg/m!
onto sapphire or quartz substrates. Special care was tak
minimize contamination of the powders and films by oxyg
and water at ambient conditions.

Figure 1 shows the absorption and PL spectra
RRa-P3HT and RR-P3HT films at room temperature. T
strong absorption band over the gap is due top-p* transi-
tions, and according to Kasha’s rule, the PL emission com
from the lowest exciton in the system. We note the reds
of the RR-P3HT absorption and PL bands with respec
those in RRa-P3HT which is caused by the superior order
the lamellae.3 The planar order leads to polymer chains w
longer conjugations that are due to fewer defects, such
twists and radicals on the chains. In addition, the absorp
and the PL bands of the RR-P3HT film show pronounc
structures due to phonon replica, indicating that the polym
chains in this film are more homogeneous than those in
P3HT films. In spite of the superior order, we measured
RR-P3HT an order of magnitudedecreasein the PL quantum
efficiency h; in RRa-P3HT we measuredh'8%, whereas
in RR-P3HT we measuredh,0.5%. Theh decrease in RR-
P3HT cannot be explained by an increase in the nonradia
decay rate, because this film contains fewer defects and
tersystem crossing to the triplet manifold is absent~see be-
low!. We conjecture therefore thath decrease in RR-P3HT i
due to a weakerradiative transition of the lowest lying ex-
citons in this film. A similar conclusion was reached for t
excitons in RR-P3HT chains that form aggregates when
solved in poor solvents.18 The weaker optical transition ma
be due to a larger interchain contribution for the lowest
citons in the lamellae, compared to the usual intrachain
citons in RRa-P3HT. Indeed an interlayer separation of 3
Å in RR-P3HT lamellae causes a stronger intercha
23512
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interlayer interaction, as recently calculated using numer
quantum-chemical methods.1,19 For an H-aggregate chain
configuration this interaction leads to splitting of the HOM
and LUMO levels, so that the lower, redshifted LUMO lev
becomes optically forbidden.1 The weak PL that is still de-
tected in RR-P3HT may be due to defects that are presen
the film, which relax the optical selection rules. This mod
may explain the weak PL in RR-P3HT, as well as its redsh
The higher splitted LUMO level is optically allowed in thi
model,1 and may be directly seen in absorption, whi
should be blue shifted with respect to the PL. Hence from
Stokes shift of the 0-0 transition in absorption and PL spec
@Fig. 1~b!# we obtain an upper limit for the LUMO splitting
in RR-P3HT of 250 meV,20 in good agreement with recen
model calculations.1,19

The ps dynamics studies in P3HT may further elucid
the excitons characteristic properties. Figure 2 shows
transient PA spectra of P3HT with both regio-orders m
sured att5100 fs andt55 ps, respectively, following the
pulse excitation. The transient PA spectra of both films sh
two PA bands~PA2 and PA3!, but only the fs spectrum o
RRa-P3HT contains a SE band that is due to the photo
nerated excitons. We explain the lack of SE in RR-P3HT
due to the much smaller oscillator strength for the photo
nerated excitons in this material, confirming the above c
clusion that the lowest lying excitons in RR-P3HT films ar
in fact, optically forbidden.

FIG. 2. The transient PA spectra of RRa-P3HT ~a! and RR-
P3HT ~b! measured at 100 fs~full diamonds and circles! and 5 ps
~full and empty circles!, respectively, following the pulse excitation
The PA, SE, and PB bands are assigned.
2-3
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To better characterize the primary excitations
RRa-P3HT that are revealed in the ultrafast PA spectra,
studied the transient dynamics of each PA band and c
pared it with that of the SE band. Figure 3~a! shows that the
dynamics of PA2 is similar to that of SE; both bands initiall
decay together, but the SE band disappears from the s
trum at 15 ps@Fig. 2~a!# that is caused by the competin
effect of PA3. Due to their correlated dynamics at seve
different excitation intensities we conjecture that PA2 and SE
belong to the same species, namely intrachain exciton
similar conclusion was drawn before for the correlated ex
tonic PA and SE in other PCP films.8–12 Moreover, in some
of the previous studies,8,21 another correlated PA band (PA1)
was detected in the near infrared~IR! spectral range and wa
also assigned to photogenerated excitons. In view of this
anticipate that another excitonic PA band exists in RR-P3
in the near IR spectral range; this, however, will be co
firmed in future studies.

On the contrary, PA3 decay in RRa-P3HT is much slower
than that of SE and PA2 @Fig. 3~a!# and therefore it does no
involve intrachain excitons. In fact, it decays only by a fac
of about 2 from its initialt50 value within the maximum
time delay of our apparatus~200 ps!. We conjecture, there
fore that PA3 is due to interchain, trapped polaron pairs.
similar conclusion was drawn previously in ps studies
other PCP films.9–11 Such excitations may also be instant

FIG. 3. Transient PA and SE decays in RRa-P3HT ~a! and RR-
P3HT ~b!, up to 6 ps.
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neously generated onto two adjacent chains at a place on
chains close to their ‘‘contact point,’’ where the intercha
distance is the smallest. Actually, contact points may be a
formed on the same chain between different chain segme
due to the chain molecular ‘‘cylindrical conformation’’ re
cently found in MEH-PPV using polarized PL.22 This may
explain the recent ps PA studies in some PPV-based P
films, which were conducted in the mid-IR spectral ran
~8–12mm!, where instantaneously generated infrared act
vibrations ~IRAV’s ! were detected.23,24 From this it was
conjectured24 that separated polarons are the primary exc
tions in PCP films. In view of our present results it is cle
that in PCP films simultaneously with intrachain exciton
polaron pairs on adjacent chains or neighboring chain s
ments may be also generated. If the polarons reside on
ferent chains or different segments of the same chain, t
the polaron pair species can also give rise to IRAV’s. Ho
ever, as a result of the Coulomb attraction between the
positely charged polarons, the polaron pair species
trapped near the contact point of the adjacent chains~or
neighboring segments! at which they had been originally
generated. The slow dynamics of the polaron pair spe
may also be obtained via the decay of the polarizat
memory, P(t)5(DTpa2DTpe)/(DTpa1DTpe), where
DTpa(DTpe) is the PA measured with pump and probe pol
ization parallel ~perpendicular! to each other. Indeed, w
measured a long-livedP(t) for the PA3 band, which is much
longer than that of PA2.

We studied the PA dynamics of the two PA bands also
RR-P3HT films@Fig. 3~b!#. As in RRa-P3HT we also found
that the ps transient decays of PA2 and PA3 in this film are
not correlated. Moreover the decay dynamics of PA2 depends
on the excitation intensityI showing faster decay at higherI
@Fig. 4~a!# that is perhaps due to exciton-excito
annihilation,25 whereas the decay dynamics of PA3 is inde-
pendent onI @Fig. 4~b!#. From this and the similarity with the
PA transient spectrum in RRa-P3HT discussed above, w
conclude that PA2 and PA3 in RR-P3HT are likewise due to
excitons and geminate polaron pairs, respectively. The l
of ps SE band in RR-P3HT shows that the excitons in
lamellae are not regular intrachain excitons. This may
plain the reason why the excitonic PA band in this film
namely PA2 @Fig. 2~b!# is much broader than that in
RRa-P3HT@Fig. 2~a!#. The observed broadening may be d
to the splitting of the even parity states (Ag) that are opti-
cally coupled to the lower lying excitons~or ‘‘1 Bu’’ !. Similar
as for the LUMO level1 theseAg states may also split due t
the increased interlayer interchain coupling in the lamel
causing excess broadening to their optical transitions.

The band PA3 in RR-P3HT @Fig. 2~b!# is substantially
stronger than that in RRa-P3HT @Fig. 2~a!#. This shows that
polaron pair generation is more efficient in RR-P3HT film
This is not surprising since the polymer chains in the lam
lae are longer and closer to each other, so that the con
points between any two adjacent chains are therefore m
extended. Moreover, the extended contact points for
polymer chains in the lamellae leads to a more mobile
laron pair species in RR-P3HT compared to that
RRa-P3HT. This results in a faster PA3 decay @Fig. 4~b!
2-4
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inset# in RR-P3HT compared to that in RRa-P3HT @Fig.
3~a!#. We could fit PA3 transient decay in RR-P3HT with
two-component decay function; a fast component usin
t21/2 decay with a 0.5-ps lifetime@Fig. 4~b! inset#, and a
slow component. Thet21/2 decay that we found for the gem
nate polaron pair in RR-P3HT is in agreement with t
diffusion-limited geminate recombination considered bef
for the photogenerated geminate soliton-antisoliton pair
combination in t-~CH!x .26 Similar as in RRa-P3HT, the
slow PA3 component in RR-P3HT decays only slightly du
ing the 200-ps time interval of our measurements. We in
pret the two PA3 decay components as polaron pairs that
generated in the lamellae, which are more mobile and c
sequently have faster dynamics, and polaron pairs that
generated in the disordered portions of the polymer film. T
latter, similarly as in RRa-P3HT are less mobile and cons
quently have slower dynamics. This two-component dyna
ics is also apparent inP(t) decay obtained at probe energi
within the PA3 band @Fig. 4~b! inset#. We found thatP(t)
quickly decays to a plateau level within about 1 ps, similar
the PA3 fast component decay. This shows that the fast P3
component belongs to the more mobile species, such as
laron pairs in the lamellae; its spectrum, however, is ind
tinguishable from that of polaron pairs in the disordered p
tion of the film.

FIG. 4. Transient decays of PA2 ~a! and PA3 ~b! bands in RR-
P3HT at two different excitation intensities ofI 0 of 20 mJ/cm2 and
10I 0 ~or 200mJ/cm2!, respectively. The upper inset in~b! shows the
PA3 decay in logarithmic scale and a power-law fit to the da
whereas the lower inset shows its polarization memory decayP(t).
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The long-lived photoexcitations in the P3HT films wer
studied by cw PA and PADMR spectroscopies. Figure 5~a!
shows that a single PA band,T at 1.45 eV dominates the
spectrum in RRa-P3HT. We also found thatl-PADMR mea-
sured at resonant magnetic field,H1/25430 G corresponding
to g'5.1, which is due to microwave transitions betwe
two triplet sublevels with a substantial zero-field splittin
~dubbed ‘‘half field’’ 27!, is similar to the PA spectrum. Thi
unambiguously shows thatT band is due to triplet excitons
The long-lived triplets are formed via intersystem crossing
the triplet manifold with a time constant longer than our
measurements limit of 200 ps. In fact, typical intersyste
crossing time in PCP films were determined to be of
order of 5 ns.8 This long decay time would not be seen in o
ps transient measurements.

The cw PA spectrum in RR-P3HT is much richer.7 It con-
tains two PA bands DP1 at 0.1 eV and DP2 at 1.85 eV, re-
spectively that are due to 2D delocalized polarons in
lamellae,3,6–7 as well as PA bandsP1 at 0.35 eV andP2 at
1.25 eV, respectively, that are due to localized polarons in
disordered portions of the film.7 In addition, the PA spectrum
also contains a PA band IEX at 1.1 eV that was tentativ
identified27 as due to trapped interchain singlet excitons
the lamellae. Thel-PADMR spectrum measured in RR
P3HT at resonant field that corresponds tog'2 due to spin-
1
2 carriers is shown in Fig. 5~b! and confirms the previous PA

,

FIG. 5. Cw PA andl-PADMR spectra of RRa-P3HT ~a! and
RR-P3HT~b! films measured at 10 K. Thel-PADMR in ~a! was
measured atH1/25430 G, which corresponds to transitions amo
spin-1 triplet sublevels atg'5.1, whereas in~b! it was measured a
H51006 G, which corresponds to transitions among spin-1

2 doublet
sublevels atg'2. Several PA bands are assigned.
2-5
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O. J. KOROVYANKO et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 235122
assignments. This spectrum shows that, except for the
band, all other PA bands in the spectrum are associated
spin-12 carriers. In particular DP2, which spectrally overlaps
with PA3 in the ps transient spectrum@Fig. 2~b!#, may be
associated with polarons. This may indicate that PA3 in RR-
P3HT is a precursor to the formation of long-lived polaro
in the film, in agreement with its assignment in the transi
spectra above. In fact the band DP2 may be due to the long
lived tail of the species associated with PA3 in the ps time
domain. It is also seen in Fig. 5~b! that IEX is not associated
with any spin-12 excitation, in agreement with its previou
assignment28 that it is due to trapped spinsinglet excitons.
We note that IEX spectrally overlaps with PA2 @Fig. 2~b!#
indicating that these two bands, in fact, belong to the sa
species; except that the IEX represents the long-lived tai
the photogenerated excitons associated with PA3.

Using PADMR atH1/2 as in RRa-P3HT @Fig. 5~a!#, long-
lived spin-1 excitationshave notbeen found in the lamellae
This shows that long-lived triplet excitons are not easily ge
erated in RR-P3HT films. In RR-P3HT solutions, on the co
trary, long-lived photogenerated triplets do exist, and an
tersystem crossing~ISC! time constant of about 5 ns wa
determined.29 We therefore conjecture that the delocaliz
interchain interlayer excitons in the lamellae do not eas
turn into localized intrachain triplet excitons in RR-P3HT v
ISC. This is another strong evidence that the primary exc
tions in RR-P3HT are not intrachain excitons as found
te
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many other PCP films. Instead, they are delocalized am
adjacent layers similar to the delocalized polarons in
lamellae studied before,3,6–7 with a consequent suppressio
of ISC into the triplet manifold. We note that ISC suppre
sion was also observed recently in aggregates of long o
othiophenes below the aggregate formation temperatu30

ISC suppression might therefore be a general consequen
enhanced interchain interaction.

In conclusion, we studied and compared the primary a
long-lived photoexcitations in P3HT films with two differen
regio-orders, RR-P3HT with lamellae structure a
RRa-P3HT with chainlike morphology. We found that, sim
lar to other PCP films, the primary excitations in P3HT a
excitons and polaron pairs. However, the excitons in R
P3HT are delocalized among adjacent chains in differ
lamellae, acquiring a large interchain component. This le
in RR-P3HT to lack of stimulated emission, weak PL em
sion, and vanishing triplet excitons that are generated
ISC. The delocalized excitons in RR-P3HT films that w
found here in fact complement the delocalized polaron e
tations that were previously observed in the lamellae film
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